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Child Support Guidelines Encourage Forum Shopping
INTRODUCTION

State child support guidelines became more important beginning in
1974. With the passage of the 1974 Family Support Act, Congress began
setting requirements to be met by states for continued receipt of funds for
Aid to Families with Dependent Children ("AFDC").' Ten years later,
child support enforcement requirements were broadened to include nonAFDC families.' In addition, the 1984 amendments required states to
develop guidelines for child support awards. The amendments merely
required that guidelines be distributed to local judiciary authorities. It
remained within the discretion of each state to decide the degree of judicial authority to be granted to its guidelines.3
The 1984 amendments also established a national advisory counsel
on child support guidelines.4 Most of the findings and recommendations
of the advisory counsel are contained in articles written by Robert G.
Williams.5 The advisory counsel, chaired by Williams, reported that
states differed in the applying guidelines; some states treated the guidelines as advisory and other states treated them as presumptive.
In 1988, Congress explicitly made guidelines presumptive.6 The ef1. The Family Support Act, Title IV-D, was passed in 1974. See 42 U.S.C. § 601 et seq.
(1994). It required all states receiving AFDC to better enforce child support awards. This first
act only required pursuit of child support when such support would reduce or eliminate the need
for AFDC.
2. Child Support Enforcement Amendments of 1984, Public Law 98-378, amending 42
U.S.C. §§ 651-62 (1994). The basic provisions of the law were to (1) require employers withhold child support from delinquent obligors in arrears for more than 1 month, (2) provide for
liens against the property of delinquent obligors, and (3) establish a federal and state tax refund
intercept program.
3. Under provisions of 42 U.S.C. § 667 (1994), as passed in 1984, guidelines were to be
established by October 1987 and made available to "all judges and other officials with the
authority to establish child support awards." As such they were advisory only.
4. 42 U.S.C. § 666 (1994).
5. See Robert G. Williams, Development of Guidelines for Child Support Orders, Report to the
U.S. Office of Child Support Enforcement, National Center for State Courts (1987). See also
Robert G. Williams, Guidelines for Setting Levels of Child Support Orders, 21 FAM. L.Q. 281
(1987).
6. See Family Support Act of 1988, Pub. L. 100-485, which provides, "There shall be a
rebuttable presumption, in any judicial or administrative proceeding for the award of child sup,
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fect of this requirement has been to limit judicial discretion. Deviations
from statutory guidelines require that a petitioner demonstrate factors
requiring a greater or lesser amount of support. For example, when a
child has a physical disability, the custodial parent may seek a deviation
to cover the greater medical and educational expenses.
Family law practitioners and family law litigants presendy are faced
with a set of fifty-one different guidelines. This is problematic for the following reasons: (1) persons in different jurisdictions will be subject to
different support awards despite being in similar financial circumstances;
(2) forum shopping will be encouraged for custodial parents seeking
higher support amounts; (3) subsequent support modifications and enforcement actions will be adjudicated using different judicial standards;
and (4) varying amounts of support will be found adequate in different
jurisdictions.
Passage of the Uniform Interstate Family Support Act of 1996
("UIFSA")7 makes forum shopping even more important to family law
litigants.' The UIFSA was developed by the American Bar Association to
provide a common child support enforcement mechanism. Under the
UIFSA, the original tribunal for child support matters is given "exclusive
and continuing" jurisdiction until all parties are no longer residents?
Broad long-arm provisions allow the original tribunal to maintain personal jurisdiction over a non-resident party, often converting a two-state
proceeding into one-state litigation." The UIFSA also extends to actions
for modifications of support awards. When the original state maintains
its continuing jurisdiction, a party will not normally be able to seek modification in an alternate forum." By virtue of the UIFSA, child support
litigants will be effected by a forum's guidelines for the full duration of the
obligation.
As forum shopping increases, legislatures may seek methods to report, that the amount of award which would result from the application of such guidelines is the
correct amount of child support to be awarded." 42 U.S.C. § 667 (b) (2) (1994).
7. The Uniform Interstate Family Support Act, as approved by the American Bar Association on February 9, 1993, together with amendments officially adopted before the National
Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws. See also John J.Sampson, Uniform Interstate Family Support Act (with More Unofficial Annotations), 32 FAM. L.Q. 385, 399 n. 21, (Summer 1998).
8. 42 U.S.C. § 666(0 (Supp. 1996) mandated that states adopt the UIFSA by January 1,
1998, or lose some federal funding under the Temporary Assistance to Needy Families Act. By
April 1998, all jurisdictions had adopted the UIFSA. See Sampson, supra note 7, at 399 n.21.
9. UIFSA § 205.
10. Sampson, supra note 7, at 403.
11. Id. at 500.
12. Id.
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duce or eliminate the economic incentives for it. Development of rational or uniform child support guidelines is one such method. The advantages of a uniform guideline include administrative efficiency, certainty (notice), economic mobility (parties can move without their support award changing), and fairness (persons of similar financial condition
receive similar support). Possible problems with Uniform Support Guidelines include: (1) constitutional state's rights issues; (2) varying costs of
raising children in different regions; (3) effects on existing support
awards; (4) costs to implement the change to a uniform guideline; and,
(5) difficulties in enacting legislation in all fifty states." On balance, the
greater fairness and portability of support awards under a uniform support
guideline system would outweigh such disadvantages.
Part I of this comment examines the types of support guidelines ctrrendy used by the states; Part II sets forth the methodology by which the
author compares the types of guidelines; Part III compares the guidelines;
and Part-IV identifies problems that must be addressed in moving toward
a uniform guideline. In addition, Appendix A provides tables and figures
that enable the reader to compare the various types of guidelines and
their effects and Appendix B provides the statutory citation for each
state's guidelines.
I.

TYPES OF GUIDELINES

Given the task of developing statewide guidelines, many states referred to the recommendations developed by the advisory panel on child
support guidelines. In its report, the advisory panel discussed types of
guidelines, recommended levels of support, and identified principles important to guideline development.
A.

Advisory Panel Recommendations:
The advisory panel's eight principles are as follows:
1.Both parents share legal responsibility for support....
2. The subsistence needs of each parent should be taken into account ....
3. Child support must cover basic needs as a first priority, but to the extent either parent enjoys a higher than subsistence level standard of living, the child is
entitled to share ....
4. Each child of a given parent has an equal right to share the parent's income.

13. It is evident that such enactment could be achieved by following enactment procedures
similar to those used by the UIFSA.
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5 [The]guideline should be equally applicable to... paternity determinations,
separations, and divorces.
6. Application of a guideline should be sexually nondiscriminatory ....
7. [Tlhe guideline should avoid creating economic disincentives for remarriage
or labor force participation.
8. [The] guideline should encourage the involvement of both parents in the
child's upbringing.
14

The states have used a limited number of approaches to incorporate
these principles. State provisions typically contain a low income reserve
for the obligor and increase as the obligor's income increases. Guideline
provisions also govern subsistence support of children and allow children
to share in a parent's higher standard of living.
B.

Guideline Development

When a state adopts child support guidelines, it establishes the presumptive amount of adequate child support. Adequacy is often measured
in comparison to the actual costs of raising a child. However, it is not
possible to directly measure such costs because they are commingled with
15
common household expenditures on housing, transportation, and food.
This commingling causes difficulty in determining how much support is
needed for a given child. For example, how much of the housing costs are
attributable to a two year old living in a three bedroom house? How
much of the transportation costs are associated with a thirteen year old
when his or her transportation is provided by existing family vehicles?
How much of a family's total food costs should be allocated to a seven
year old in a four-member household? 6 Commingling precludes direct
measurements of the "adequate needs of a child."
In response to these measurement problems, economists have developed indirect methods of determining child-rearing costs. For example,
the Rothbarth estimator 7 compares household expenditures between
families with children and those without children. The difference is assumed to be the additional amount expended on children. In addition,
many states use a 1990 study performed by Dr. David Betson of Notre
14. For the complete text of these principles, see Williams, Guidelines for Setting Levels of
Child Support Orders, 21 FAM. L.Q. 281,309-10 (1987).
15. Williams, supra note 14, at 287.
16. Id.
17. The Rothbarth estimator is a determination of well-being, which measures "excess income available to purchase adult goods such as adult clothing, alcohol, tobacco, and entertainment." N.J. R. CT. APPENDIX IX-A, at 5 (1997).
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Dame University as the basis of their support guidelines. Dr. Betson's
study was based upon the Rothbarth estimator."
Despite the difficulty of determining actual child-rearing costs, all
states have enacted child support guidelines. Prior to these enactments,
support awards were generally consistent within a given county but varied widely between counties involving noncustodial parents of like income and number of children. 9 A primary goal of guideline legislation is
to reduce such inequities.o
C. Types of Guidelines
There are three typical types of guidelines--percentage, income shares,
and Melson formula."1 All three guideline methods result in a basic child
support amount. Barring unusual circumstances, the noncustodial parent
becomes the obligor and pays the support amount to the custodial parent. Additional support is often added to the basic child support amount
to cover medical insurance and, in the case of a working custodial parent,
childcare expenses.
The courts treat the guideline support as a "presumption." = In a
18. David M. Betson, Estimates of Expenditures on Children and Child Support Guidelines, Re,
port to U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (October 1990). Dr. Betson's Notre
Dame University study was performed through the University of Wisconsin Institute for Research on Poverty. States such as Connecticut and New Jersey have based their revised guidelines on Dr. Betson's study. These states employed Policy Studies, Inc. of Denver, Colorado, to
modify the guideline amounts to take into account local cost of living. See Connecticut, Child
Support and Arrearage Guidelines, iii-iv (June 1, 1994) and New Jersey, New Jersey Child Support
Guidelines Court Rule 5:6A and Appendix IX, Adopted May 13, 1997, 3-7 (May 13, 1997).
19. Williams, supra note 14, at 284-85.
should be apparent that guidelines can help to achieve settlements .... In
20. Id. at 324. "It
this way, guidelines can improve the efficiency of court processes to establish child support
awards, as well as making the awards more adequate for custodial parents and more consistent
for the parties." Id.
21. Sometimes discussed is a fourth guideline method, the Income Equalization Model as
proposed by J. Cassetty in The Economics of Setting Adequate and Equitable Support, 12 TEX. ST.
B. SEC. REP., FAM. L., Special Support and Visitation Issue (1984). As no state has adopted this
fourth method, it is not discussed further. All four support guidelines are discussed in the article
by Robert Williams (supra note 14) and in a child support guidebook authored by Laura Morgan
(see infra note 22).
22. Guidelines withstand constitutional due process challenges on the basis that an individual is given a hearing to argue for a deviation from the guideline, when his or her particular
circumstances so warrant. LAURA MORGAN, CHILD SUPPORT GUIDELINES: INTERPRETATION
AND APPLICATION (1998). Under the original 1974 Federal Support Act, guidelines were advisory only and judges had discretion to adopt or ignore guideline amounts. However with the
passage of Public Law No. 98-378 in 1987, guidelines were required to be used in a presumptive
method. See 42 U.S.C. § 667(b) (2) (1994); and id. at CH. 1 (1998).
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support hearing, the parties can present evidence to rebut the presunption. For example, a custodial parent may argue for.an amount in excess
of the guideline to offset higher expenses related to a child's medical ccnditions. A noncustodial parent may argue for an amount below the
guideline amount when his or her income is seasonal or nonrecurring? 3
The guidelines use either the gross income or the net income of the
parent(s) as a starting point. Gross income is normally defined broadly to
include all sources of income. Net income is typically gross income less
income taxes, social security withholdings, and often other payroll with(such as union dues and mandatory retirement plan deducholdings
2
tions). 1
23. A common situation faced by professional athletes and entertainers is the receipt of a
high income for a limited time. Establishing support on the basis of nonsustainable income
yields inequitable results. MORGAN, supra note 22, § 2.03[d] at 2-12.
24. Gross income normally includes all income except welfare and other means based assistance. In addition a number of states exclude child support received or paid for other children.
See MORGAN, supra note 22, § 2.03[a] at 2-7. The Colorado statute is typical and defines gross
income as follows:
income from any source and includes, but is not limited to, income from salaries;
wages, including tips . . . ; commissions; payments received as an independent
contractor for labor or services; bonuses; dividends; severance pay; pensions and
retirement benefits ... ; royalties; rents; interest; trust income; annuities; capital gains; any moneys drawn by a self-employed individual for personal use; social security benefits ... ; workers' compensation benefits; unemployment insurance benefits; disability insurance benefits; funds held in or payable from any
health, accident, disability, or casualty insurance to the extent that such insurance replaces wages or provides income in lieu of wages; monetary gifts; monetary prizes, excluding lottery winnings not required . . . to be paid only at the
lottery office; taxable distributions from general partnerships, limited partnerships, closely held corporations, or limited liability companies; and alimony or
maintenance received. "Gross Income" does not include child support payments
received.
(B) "Gross income" does not include benefits received from means-tested public
assistance programs ....
(C) "Gross income" includes overtime pay only if the overtime is required by the
employer as a condition of employment. "Gross income" does not include income from additional jobs that result in the employment of the obligor more
than forty hours per week or more than what would otherwise be considered to
be full-time employment. ...
(d) The amount of child support actually paid by a parent with an order for
support of other children shall be deducted form that parent's gross income.
COLO. REV. STAT. § 14-10-115 (7) (a) (I) (A)- (C), (5) (C) (d) (1998).
25. For example, North Dakota uses the following definition:
"Net Income" means total gross monthly income less:
Federal income tax obligation based n application of standard deductions and
tax tables;
State income tax obligation based on application of standard deductions and tax
tables;
Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) and Medicare deductions or obligations;
A portion of premium payments, made by the person whose income is being determined, for health insurance policies or health service contracts intended to
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Figure 1 illustrates the type of guideline each state has adopted. Fifteen
states utilize the percentage method, nearly evenly split between flat percentages and varying percentages. By far the most popular guideline is
based on the income shares model. It has been adopted by thirty-three
states and the District of Columbia. California's formula-based guideline
is categorized as a percentage guideline, given its predominant characteristics. 26 Delaware, Montana, and Hawaii use the Melson formula.
1. Percentage Income Method
The simplest guideline method is the percentage method. Under this
method, courts consider only the income of the obligor (typically the
noncustodial parent). The obligor's income is multiplied by a guideline
percentage to set the support level.
Variations in the percentage method include the use of a flat percentage versus a varying percentage and the application of the percentage against net income or gross income. A flat percentage uses the same
percentage, regardless of the level of income; the varying percentage
changes with levels of obligor's income.
2. Income Shares Method
The most popular guideline method is the income shares method.
This method strives to provide support at levels that will entitle children
to receive the same percentage of parental income that they would receive in intact families. 27 This approach is the one taken by the Uniform
Marriage and Divorce Act.2"
afford coverage for the child or children for whom support is being sought, de-

termined by dividing the payment by the total number of persons covered and
multiplying the result times the number of such children;
Payments made on actual medical expenses of the child or children for whom
support is being sought;
Union dues where required as a condition of employment;
Employee retirement contributions, deducted from the employee's compensation, other than FICA, where required as a condition of employment; and
Employee expenses for special equipment or clothing required as a condition of
employment or for lodging expenses incurred when engaged in travel required as
a condition of employment (limited to thirty dollars per night or actual lodging
costs, whichever is less), incurred on a regular basis, but not reimbursed by the
employer.
N.D. ADMIN. CODE § 75-02-04.1-01 (7)(a)-(h) (1998).
26. Percentage and income shares guidelines are primarily distinguished by the extent to
which the obligee's income affects the award. In the case of California, guideline determined
amounts are based on the obligor's income except for adjustments built into the formula for the
time the child spends with the noncustodial parent. See CAL. FAM. CODE §§ 4050-76 (1997).
27. Williams, supra note 14, at 292.
28. Unif. Marriage and Divorce Act § 309, 9A U.L.A. 167 (1979).
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The income shares method combines the income of both parents.
Child support is then calculated from the total combined income. Next,
the amount to be paid by the obligor is determined by apportioning the
support on the basis of each parent's income.29 State-to-state variations
in the income shares method include calculations based on gross income
versus net income, age adjustments, differing treatment of additional
dependents, and modifications for shared custody.
3. Me/son Formula
The Melson formula is named for Delaware Judge Elwood F. Melson, who developed and perfected the formula in 19770 A hybrid costsharing income-sharing approach," the formula considers the incomes of
both parents, each child's primary support needs, and the standard of
living that each parent has attained.32 Under this method, the subsistence needs of the obligor parent are given priority, followed by the pimary support needs of the children. Finally, the Melson formula calculates the standard of living adjustment, which provides the children with
a share of the obligor's increased standard of living.
II.

METHODOLOGY FOR COMPARING THE

GUIDELINES

The key variables of obligor gross income and number of children
supported provide the framework for comparing support guidelines between states. Resulting tables show support amounts for annual gross
incomes of $6,000, $12,000, $24,000, $36,000, $48,000, $60,000,
$80,000, $100,000, $120,000, $150,000, $200,000 and $250,000.13 For
example, Table 1 shows guidelines for gross income of $48,000 per year.
Table 2 shows that guidelines compare in a similar fashion when net income is used instead of gross income.34
29. Williams, supra note 14, at 292-93.
30. The Melson formula was first applied in a support case on November 10, 1977 in I.B. v.

R.S.W.B., Del. Fam., file No. A-3000 (citation and historical development of the Melson formula can be found in Dalton v. Clanton, 559 A.2d 1197, 1201-12 (Del. 1989)).
31. Id. at 1209.
32. Williams, supra note 14, at 295-301.
33. Although tables were generated for all of the incomes indicated, as a result of space

limitations only the tables for incomes of $48,000 and $250,000 appear here.
.34. Table 2 shows support awards for a net income of $48,000. State guidelines were applied
to either the net income of $48,000 or the respective gross income. In the latter case, support is
calculated using linear interpolation between values for gross income of $60,000 and gross income of $80,000.
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To address the problems specific to obligors with high income, Table
3 shows the support award for a gross income of $250,000, or the highest
guideline amount. In high income support cases, states that do not extrapolate an award commonly use the highest guideline amount as a presumptive floor.
Pennsylvania recently added this presumptive floor for cases in
which the obligor's net income exceeds $10,000 per month. In such
cases, Pennsylvania rules prescribe the use of the Melzer formula, which
first determines the needs of a child, then prorates that amount based on
the parents' income. This approach deviates from the Pennsylvania
guidelines, which are based on the income shares method. A presumptive
floor ensures that the need-based Melzer formula does not result in support in35 high income cases that are smaller than awards in lower income
cases.

Pennsylvania is also among those states that determine support from
net incomes. Net income is determined by subtracting state specified
expenses from gross income. 36 The calculation of income taxes, social
security withholdings, and Medicare withholdings is dependent on a
number of variables. For the purposes of this study, a standard method for
determining the allowed income taxes was achieved by utilizing the fdlowing assumptions during calculations of income taxes, social security
withholdings, and FICA and Medicare withholdings 37 (1) 1997 tax and
withholding rates; 38 (2) taxpayer filing as a single person; (3) one personal exemption; (4) use of the standard deduction; and (5) no local income taxes.
The linear average of values was used when guideline amounts depended upon the children's ages.3a The midpoint of the range was used
35. Melzer v. Witsberger, 480 A.2d 991 (Pa. 1984) . For a summary of how states address
high income cases, see also MORGAN, supra note 22, Table 4-7, § 4.07(b) at 4.48. Morgan's
table does not reflect Pennsylvania's recent adoption of a presumptive floor.
36. Please refer to guidelines for the following states (for citations, see infra Appendix B):
Alaska, Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, Iowa, Michigan,
Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, North Dakota, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Vermont, Washington, West Virginia, and
Wyoming. New York adjusts for Yonkers local income tax when paid.
37. States differ between using the actual income tax liability of the parties or tax liability
based on assumptions similar to those listed.
38. The year 1997 is selected because it was the most recent period where state income tax
rates were easily ascertained. State and federal income taxes were calculated using the ProSeries® for Tax Year 1997 tax return preparation software manufactured by Intuit, Inc. This software can be used to calculate federal and state income taxes for all taxing jurisdictions.
39. For example, if the guidelines are broken into three values by age, this study uses the
average of all three values.
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when guidelines specified a range rather than a single amount. Consistency with a given state's procedure was attempted when incomes fell
between guideline brackets. (Different states specify the use of the closest
guideline amount, the higher amount, or an amount calculated by linear
interpolation.)
States that use either the income shares method or the Melson formula
require that the income of both parents be considered. This study did not
impute income to the obligee parent; however, many states do impute
income to a non-working custodial parent.'
Ill.

COMPARING THE GUIDELINES

Figure 2 compares state guideline amounts for obligors with a gross
income of $48,000 and one child. Similarly, Figure 3 compares state
guideline amounts for obligors with a gross income of $80,000, and Figure
4 compares state guideline amounts for obligors with a gross income of
$250,000. Figure 4 uses the highest guideline amount when no specific
guideline amount is determinable from a state's guideline.
In the comparison figures, darker shades represent higher support
awards. For example, California is shown dark in all the figures because
its support awards are in the highest twenty percent for all income levels.
Nevada, which has guideline support awards in the lowest twenty percent, remains white.
Figure 3 shows Massachusetts and Mississippi as black, not because
they have the highest awards, but rather because the court determines
support for this income level on a case-by-case basis. The computer program used to prepare these figures colors a state black when no numeric
data is entered.4 '
Of particular interest in the figures is the amount of contrast between adjacent states. When high contrast occurs among adjacent states,
the highest economic incentives exist for forum shopping. California,
40. For example, Indiana uses the "federal minimum wage level" in cases of no work history..
BuRNS IND. CHILD SUPP. GUIDELINE 3, A 3 (BURNS IND. STAT. ANN. CT. R. 1997). Hawaii
imputes to a non-working parent the minimum wage at 30 hours per week. St. of Hawaii:
Guidelines in Determining Child Support, (HAWAII FAMILY CT. GENERAL MEMORANDUM No.

3 effective Nov. 1, 1994). Other states may impute as income "the amount a person with comparable education, training and experience could reasonably expect to earn." Oklahoma Senate
Bill SB706 Amendment to 43 O.S. Supp. 1996, Section 118.
41. Figures were prepared with the use of Microsoft's Excel spreadsheet program, version

1997.
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Pennsylvania, and Maine are such areas. California provides for higher
awards for the custodial parent than do neighboring Nevada and, in most
cases, Oregon. At lower income levels, Pennsylvania provides the incentives for the noncustodial parent over its neighbors. Likewise, Maine is an
advantageous forum for the obligor in a support case involving a single
child.
With the exception of these few areas, the advantages of forum
shopping may change as the income levels of the parties change. Such
uncertainty will tend to reduce forum shopping because attorneys must
do a more detailed analysis before advising clients. In addition, a chosen
forum may prove disadvantageous to a party as his or her income level
rises or falls.42 However, a careful comparison of Figures 2, 3, and 4 demonstrates that, under virtually all circumstances, states maintain their
relative support awards rankings.43
IV.

TOWARD A UNIFORM GUIDELINE

In addition, this comment compares support guidelines in tabular
format, revealing that those states that do not use the income shares
method often have the highest or lowest support amounts." For example, Table 1 shows that at a gross income of $48,000, Massachusetts'
variable percentage guideline provides the highest support award for one
child, and Mississippi's flat percentage guideline provides the lowest support. At a gross income of $80,000, Massachusetts also provides the
highest support award, and Montana's Melson formula provides the lowest support award.45
Less variation is found among states that use the income shares
method, making it a good candidate as a model for uniform guidelines. In
addition, the Uniform Marriage and Divorce Act describes support
42. For example, a New York custodial parent who initially filed for support in New Jersey at
a lower income will find, that at higher income levels, the support award is higher in New York.
43. Comparing figures of $48,000 and $80,000 shows that the advantageous forum at the
lower income will remain advantageous will remain advantageous, despite the large increase in
income. This is not to say that for massive income swings (e.g., one party winning the lottery),
neighboring states will keep their relative rankings.
44. The rows labeled XX and YY in Tables 1, 2, and 3 indicate the support amounts found in
Williams' report, supra note 14, at 292-93. Rows designated XX indicate the Williams amount
based on gross income. YY rows indicate the Williams amount based on net income. The Williams' support based on net income is higher for incomes up to $60,000. At $80,000 this result
is reversed and amounts based on gross income are larger.
45. See Table 2 for guideline amounts at the $80,000 gross income level.
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method in terms similar to the income shares approach." Finally, most
states already use income shares guidelines,
which would make imple47
easier.
guidelines
uniform
of
mentation
Another approach to selecting uniform guidelines would be to adopt
the guidelines of a state near the median or average support award
amount. On the basis of a review of guideline amounts at all studied income levels, either Virginia or Utah would be a good choice. Virginia is
closest for the most income levels, and Utah is closer to the median for
gross incomes of $36,000 and $48,000. Both states use the income shares
method based upon gross income.
A. The High Income Problem
Most guidelines do not provide clear guidance for determining
awards in cases of high parental income. Typically problems occur when
income levels reach $10,000 to $15,000 per month.48 States vary in their
approach to these high income cases. Some states use a special formula or
extrapolation to calculate the guideline amount; other states use high
income as a deviation factor. Finally, still other states require that all high
income cases be decided on a case-by-case basis. States that use high income as a deviation factor and those that make case-by-case determinations often specify the highest guideline amount as a presumptive floor.49
Excessively high child support 50 awards run afoul of case law, which
requires that support (1) not effectuate the distribution of the obligor's
estate, (2) not provide an inappropriate windfall for the child, and (3)
not preclude a parent's right to direct a child's lifestyle 1 Thus, "the
wealthy parent still has the right to protect his or her estate, direct the
upbringing of the child, and limit expenses to 'reasonable' needs, albeit
reasonable needs for the child of a wealthy parent." 2
46. See UNIF. MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE ACT § 309 U.L.A. 400 (1987), which requires support to be based upon the incomes of both parents and the standard of living a child would enjoy
in an intact household.
47. As noted, 33 of the 51 jurisdictions included in this comparison have adopted the income
shares method. Please refer to Figure 1.
48. See Table 3 for maximum income levels covered by a state's guideline.
49. See MORGAN, supra note 22, at § 4.07[b] (1).
50. "Excessively high child support" refers to support in excess of the reasonable needs of a
child. See id. at § 4.07 [b]
[2].
51. Id.
52. Laura Morgan, Child Support and the Anomalous Cases of the High-Income and Low-Income
Parent: The Need to Reconsider What Constitutes "Support" In the American and Canadian Child
Support Guideline Modes, 13 CAN. J. FAM. L. 161, 198 (1996).
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Of the two states that most closely approximate "uniform" guideline
amounts, Virginia uses an extrapolating formula and Utah requires a
case-by-case determination. When total parental gross income exceeds
$10,000 per month, Virginia includes an amount between 1% and 3.1%
of the excess.5 3 Utah uses the highest guideline amount as a presumptive
floor when total parental income exceeds $10,000 per month 4
B.

Self-Employment Income DeterminationProblems

Self-employment income proves particularly troubling for courts that
are attempting to determine support awards. Self-employed individuals
often have direct control over their compensation as well as the way in
which company income is determined. Cash sales or tip income may go
unreported. A large portion of an individual's compensation may be in
the form of living expense reimbursement (e.g., company car, business
meals and entertainment, and business phone privileges).
The source of a self-employed person's income is reported on his or
her tax return or on that of the business. Because these tax returns are
prepared with tax minimization as the goal, they often do not adequately
reflect disposable income available for support. For example, the use of
accelerated depreciation55 and section 17956 elections reduce stated taxable business income below its economic income.
In determining support awards, most states allow only the nonaccelerated portion of depreciation to be deducted from income 7 Em53. VA. CODE ANN. § 20-108.2 (Michie 1995).
54. The Utah Annotated Code provides as follows: "If the combined adjusted gross income
exceeds the highest level specified in the table, an appropriate and just child support amount
shall be ordered on a case-by-case basis, but the amount ordered may not be less than the highest
level specified in the table for the number of children due support" UTAH CODE ANN. § 78-457.12 (1996) (emphasis added).
55. Taxable income for businesses starts with gross revenue from which allowable deductions
are subtracted. The Internal Revenue Code allows a depreciation deduction as "reasonable
allowance for the exhaustion, wear and tear (including a reasonable allowance for obsolescence)" I.R.C. § 167 (1986). To encourage greater investment in business equipment, the code
allows businesses to use depreciation calculations that accelerate the deductions for the early
years of the equipment's life. For example, I.R.C. § 168(b) (1986) allows a business to deduct
39% of the price of seven-year equipment within one and one half years of purchase (14.29% in
the first six months and 24.49% in the next year).
56. In calculating taxable income, businesses can deduct the full purchase price of equipment
placed in service by following the section 179 election to expense certain depreciable business
assets. I.R.C. § 179 (1986). This is equivalent to taking a 100% depreciation deduction in the
first year of service (specific Internal Revenue Service regulations must be satisfied).
57. In general, the non-accelerated portion of depreciation is the "straight line" amount.
Businesses calculate straight-line depreciation as the purchase price of the asset minus its salvage
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ployee perquisites and reimbursements are included in income to the
extent they reduce a parent's living expenses. For example, Alaska excludes the accelerated component of depreciation from its definition of
ordinary and necessary business expenses 8 and includes in the obligor's
income those expense reimbursements or perquisites that are "significant
'
and reduce living expenses."59
C. OtherGuideline Problems
When determining necessary support, courts inevitably are faced
with the following related problems: (1) imputation of income to a vduntarily unemployed or underemployed parent; (2) treatment of income
from employment in excess of forty hours per week; (3) provisions for
medical care, including insurance premiums, unreimbursed medical expenses, and extraordinary medical expenses; (4) provisions for child care
expenses in the case of a working custodial parent; (5) support in multiple family cases involving support to children of different marriages; (6)
duration of support (support typically terminates when a child reaches
majority and graduates high school); (7) treatment of shared or split
custody arrangements when both parents have custody for a large portion
of the year; (8) provisions for post-secondary education; (9) criteria for
awards modifications; (10) other criteria for deviating from guideline presumptive amounts; and (11) alimony awards. 6 Guidelines may address
the above enumerated areas of concern or leave them to judicial discretion and/or state case law.
D. Uniform Interstate Family Support Act Incentives for Uniform Guidelines
The UIFSA provides that support matters are to be determined by a
given state with continuing and exclusive jurisdiction.61 Support decrees
are then registered in the state in which the obligor resides and enforcement actions are brought in that state. The obligor's state functions as an
value divided by its estimated useful life. See MARTIN A. MILLER, COMPREHENSIVE GAAP
GUIDE 1992 11.05 (1991).
58. ALASKA R. CIV. PROC. 90.3 (1998) Commentary Sec. III.B. Although the Alaska Com-

mentary has not been adopted by the Alaska Supreme Court, it is published by the Alaska Supreme Court and given persuasive authority. See Commentary Sec. I, Introduction.
59. Id.
60. Numerous authors have noted these common problems. See, e.g., MORGAN, supra note
22.
61. See Sampson, supra note 7, at 431.
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administrative agency to enforce support. Under the UIFSA, consistent
terminology and guideline application reduce potential confusion for case
workers enforcing support orders and simplify the process of establishing
support databases.62
V.

CONCLUSIONS

Differences in state support award guidelines result in children of
parents with equal financial resources receiving different amounts of support. With the advent of the UIFSA, such differences take on long-term
importance. As a result, the UIFSA encourages attorneys to establishing
a favorable "exclusive and continuing" forum for their clients.
Although no two states have developed identical guidelines, a ccnsensus guideline is possible and approximates the income shares guidelines used by Virginia. Thirty-three states utilize income shares guidelines
that are based on the premise that children of divorce should receive
support equal to that received by children of intact families.
Setting guideline support awards at levels equal to average parental
spending has other difficulties. First, commingling of family expenses
makes it difficult to determine average parental spending on children.
Second, divorced parties are faced with higher costs because there are
two households to be supported. Finally, setting guidelines at average
spending amounts interferes with a parent's right to direct a child's li&style.
Some states argue that an average or uniform guideline would be
inadequate because child-rearing costs differ from the uniform average.
However, when average costs are higher, it is likely that incomes are also
higher. Only significant percentage differences are pertinent. 3 In addition, support guidelines are based on parental spending and not on costs
or needs per se.
Any discrepancy that will result from uniformity is outweighed by
the inequities created by the current differing state guidelines. Under the
present system, children living in the "wrong" state receive lower support
62. The development of computer-based databases requires common fields for each recorded
entry. A field is defined by the number and type of characters allowed. For example, a surname
field may be limited to 15 spaces and allow only uppercase letters and certain punctuation characters.
63. Because support amounts are determined as a percentage of income, higher incomes will
provide as a matter of course higher support (except for "the highest income cases" as discussed
supra)..
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than do children of similarly situated parents living in nearby states.
Uniform support guidelines would eradicate such inequities; eliminate financial incentives for forum shopping; increase administrative efficiency; and improve collection proceedings by using standard forms, trminology, and support methodology. Unless uniform guidelines are
adopted, the UIFSA's call for greater interstate support communications
and registrations may well overtax domestic relations offices.
Tim Graves
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APPENDIX B: CITATIONS TO STATE GUIDELINES

Alaska:
Alabama:
Arkansas:

ALASKA R. Civ. PROC. 90.3 (1998)
ALA. RULES OF JUDICIAL ADMIN., RULE 32 (1993)

Arizona:
California:
Colorado:
Connecticut:
District of Columbia:
Delaware:

ARIZ.CHILD SUPPORT GUIDELINES §4 (e) (2) (1996)
CAL. FAMILY CODE §§ 4050-76 (1997)
COLO.REV. STAT. § 14-10-115 (1997)

ARK. GUIDELINES FOR CHILD SUPPORT,

863 S.W.2d 291 (1993)

Florida:
Georgia:
Hawaii:

CONN. GEN. STAT. §§ 46b-215a-1-215a-5 (1994)
D.C. CODE ANN. § 16-916.1 (1997)
DEL. FAM. Cr. CIV. R. 52 (1998) and Official
Forms 509, 509S (Rev. 9/94)
FLA. STAT. § 61.30 (1997)
GA. CODE ANN. § 19-6-15 (1997)
HAWAII FAMILY Cr. GENERAL MEMORANDUM

No. 3 (1994)
Iowa:
Idaho:
Illinois:
Indiana:
Kansas:
Kentucky:
Louisiana:
Maine:
Maryland:
Massachusetts:
Michigan:
Minnesota:
Mississippi:
Missouri:
Montana:
Nebraska:
Nevada:
New Hampshire:
New Jersey:

IOWA BAR RULES CHILD SUPPORT GUIDELINES

(1998)
IDAHO R. CIV. PRO. 6(c) (6) (1997)
ILL. COMP. STAT. 5/505 (1997)
BURNS IND. CHILD SUPP. GUIDELINE 1 (1991)
KAN. SuP. CT. ADMN. ORDER No. 107 (1996)
KY. REv. STAT. ANN. §§ 403-210 -213 (1996)
LA. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 9:315.10 -315.15 (1998)

ME. REV. STAT. ANN. TIT. 19-A §§ 2001-10

(1997)
MD. CODE ANN. FAM. LAW ART. TITLE 12,
SUBTITLE 2, §§ 12-201-204 (1997)
ANN. LAWS OF MASS. CHILD SUPPORT
GUIDELINES (1998)
MICH. CHILD SUPP. FORMULA MANUAL (1998)
MINN. STAT. ANN. § 518.551 (1997)
MISS. CODE ANN. § 43-19-101-103 (1997)
Mo. SuP. CT. R. 88.01 R.S.Mo. and Mo. CIV.
PRO. FORM No. 14(1997)
MONT. ADMIN. REG. 46.30.1513-1549 (1996)
NEB. CT. R. CHILD SUPPORT GUIDELINE A (1997)
NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. § 125B.070 (1995)
N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 458-C:3 (1997)
N.J. RULES OF CT. APPENDIX IX (1997)
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New Mexico:
New York:
North Carolina:
North Dakota:
Ohio:
Oklahoma:
Oregon:
Pennsylvania:
Rhode Island:
South Carolina:
South Dakota:
Tennessee:
Texas:
Utah:
Vermont:
Virginia:
Washington:
West Virginia:
Wisconsin:

N.M. STAT. ANN. § 40-4-11.1-11.6 (1997)
N.Y. DoM. REL. LAW § 240 (1998)
N.C. CHILD SUPPORT GUIDELINES (1994)
N.D. ADMIN CODE §§ 75-02-04.1-01 (1997)
OHIOREV. CODEANN. §§ 3113.21.5-.21.7 (1998)

§§ 118-120 (1998)
OR. ADMIN. REG. 137-50-320-490 (1996)
PA. R. CIV. PRO. 1910.16-1 through 16-5 (1997)
R.I. FAM. Cr. ADMIN. ORDER 97-8 (1997)
S.C. DEPT. OF SOC. SERVICES CHILD SUPPORT
GUIDELINES HANDBOOK, (1994)
S.D. CODIFIED LAWS ANN. §§ 25-7-6.1-6.17 (1997)
TENN. DEPT. OF HUMAN SERVICES §§ 1240-2-4.014.04 (1997)
OKLA. STAT. ANN. TIT. 43,

TEX. FAM. CODE, §§ 154.001-.309 (1998)
UTAH CODEANN. § 78-45-7 (1998)
VT. STAT. ANN. § 653-57 (1997)
VA. CODE ANN. §§20-108.1-108.2 (1997)
WASH. OFFICE OF THE ADMIN. FOR THE COURTS
WASH. STATE CHILD SUPPORT SCHEDULE 07-2593 (1993)
W. VA. CODE ANN. § 48A-1B-3 (1997)
WISC. DEPT. OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES
CHILD SUPPORT GUIDELINES, Chapter HSS 80

(1997)
Wyoming:

Wyo. STAT. ANN. § 20-6-304 (1997)

